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Executive Summary

Inclusion is at the heart of the SBS purpose. Since the implementation of the SBS inclusion strategy in 2018, SBS has built u pon our strong 
workplace culture to build a truly inclusive workplace where employees feel they can actively bring their whole and best self to work. This 
ultimately leads to a more highly engaged and effective workforce and reflects our purpose, values and commitment to social c ohesion. 

The following document details some of the key focus activities specific to our FY21 Inclusion Roadmap. These activities have been devised 
by our Employee Advisory Teams and endorsed by the SBS Inclusion Council, in consultation with various expert community organ isations 
and partners. The SBS approach to inclusion is designed to be adaptive and responsive to employee feedback. Where employee fe edback 
recommends a change to one of the actions outlined in this plan, and where such a change is endorsed by the SBS Inclusion Cou ncil, this 
plan and its actions may be updated or changed accordingly.

The core areas of activity can be described in 7 pillars. These pillars are:

Systems & 
Processes

Organisational
Capability

Policy & 
Practice

Education & 
Awareness

Representation Data & 
Measurement

Transparency
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Policy & Practice in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Review of the SBS Family & Domestic Violence Support Policy to align with the most recent research into effective 
organisational approaches to perpetrators in the workplace

• Review Gender Affirmation Guidelines following its implementation to understand learnings and update the process and 
policy document accordingly

• Update signage on existing unisex bathrooms in Sydney and Melbourne to be gender neutral and thus inclusive of non -
binary staff

• Update SBS Talent and Succession Planning Process to ensure diversity of succession plans is explicit

• Implement SBS Reasonable Adjustments Policy and Process
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Transparency in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Regularly updated reporting to SBS staff on progress of inclusion initiatives via the SBS intranet

• Video summary cascades following each Inclusion Council meeting to all staff

• Updated corporate website to share more with audiences and external stakeholders about our inclusion work with staff

• Analysis and transparent reporting of the SBS gender pay gap to SBS staff, the SBS board and also as part of the SBS 
annual report. 
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Education & Awareness in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• SBS Inclusion Training Program will be allocated to all SBS staff

• A series of externally led training sessions for SBS employees will be delivered including gender affirmation training, 
disability confidence, LGBTIQ+ 101 and allies training.

• Creation of a managers guide to assist people leaders to effectively support the careers of employees with disabilities

• Create an internal calendar of inclusion focused events with an intersectional lens on which two or more Employee 
Advisory Groups contribute 

• Create bespoke e-learning solutions to support new inclusively designed recruitment guidelines
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Representation in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Diverse recruitment panels through a volunteer panelist register and accompanying training support

• Identified Indigenous positions at all levels across different functional specialties 

• Women in Technology program to increase the representation of women in STEM fields at SBS

• Candidate Development Fund to support internal mobility

• Accelerated Development Program to support high potential emerging talent from underrepresented backgrounds

• Identify community organisations with whom SBS can share advertised roles and vacancy information in an effort to 
encourage diverse candidates

• Revised onboarding process to make it more accessible for all new employees
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Data & Measurement in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Develop consistent methodologies to measure and report on cultural diversity, in consultation with expert advisory bodies   

• Create a revised exit interview and reporting process, managed externally, with a focus on psychological safety

• Work with SBS staff and Employee Advisory Groups to encourage SBS staff to share identified diversity data where they 
are comfortable, to assist us in being more nuanced and detailed in our reporting and analysis
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Systems & Processes in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Undertake a review of our production process, practices and workflows internally

• Undertake a review of our production process, practices and workflows externally

• Undertake a series of inclusive design sprints with staff to examine and redesign the SBS recruitment and grievance and 
complaints handling processes 
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Organisational Capability in FY21

Key Action Areas:

• Work with Aboriginal owned and operated organization The BlackCard to continue rolling out to all SBS staff cultural 
capability immersion sessions

• Identify and train a number of SBS Inclusion Champions to assist in advising staff who have concerns and who may not feel 
confident about approaching their manager as to the various formal and informal options that may be available to them, 
and to offer to act as a support person through any resolution process

• Engage an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Elder as an Elder in Residence. This role will provide cultural 
knowledges and experiences that will strengthen SBS overall and help contribute to a culturally strong workforce

• Devise a set of principles for the creation of multicultural content where the creator does not have a lived experience 


